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WHICH GROUPS ARE AMENABLE TO PROVING
EXPONENT TWO FOR MATRIX MULTIPLICATION?
JONAH BLASIAK, THOMAS CHURCH, HENRY COHN, JOSHUA A. GROCHOW, AND CHRIS UMANS
Abstract. The Cohn–Umans group-theoretic approach to matrix multiplication suggests embed-
ding matrix multiplication into group algebra multiplication, and bounding ω in terms of the
representation theory of the host group. This framework is general enough to capture the best
known upper bounds on ω and is conjectured to be powerful enough to prove ω = 2, although
finding a suitable group and constructing such an embedding has remained elusive. Recently it was
shown, by a generalization of the proof of the Cap Set Conjecture, that abelian groups of bounded
exponent cannot prove ω = 2 in this framework, which ruled out a family of potential constructions
in the literature.
In this paper we study nonabelian groups as potential hosts for an embedding. We prove two
main results:
(1) We show that a large class of nonabelian groups—nilpotent groups of bounded exponent
satisfying a mild additional condition—cannot prove ω = 2 in this framework. We do this
by showing that the shrinkage rate of powers of the augmentation ideal is similar to the
shrinkage rate of the number of functions over (Z/pZ)n that are degree d polynomials; our
proof technique can be seen as a generalization of the polynomial method used to resolve the
Cap Set Conjecture.
(2) We show that symmetric groups Sn cannot prove nontrivial bounds on ω when the embedding
is via three Young subgroups—subgroups of the form Sk1 ×Sk2 ×· · ·×Sk`—which is a natural
strategy that includes all known constructions in Sn.
By developing techniques for negative results in this paper, we hope to catalyze a fruitful interplay
between the search for constructions proving bounds on ω and methods for ruling them out.
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1. Introduction
One of the most prominent open problems in algorithms is to determine the exponent, ω, of
matrix multiplication, the smallest real number such that n × n matrices can be multiplied in
O(nω+ε) operations for all ε > 0. The exponent ω controls the algorithmic complexity of nearly all
algorithmic linear algebra problems, and the best upper bounds on the complexity of numerous
other problems seemingly unrelated to matrix multiplication are expressed in terms of ω. It is a
folklore conjecture that ω = 2, and the quest to prove this has extended nearly 50 years, sparked by
Strassen’s 1969 discovery that ω < 2.81. The current best upper bound is ω < 2.372864, due to Le
Gall in 2014 [LG14], and building on [CW90, Sto10, VW12].
In 2003, Cohn and Umans [CU03] proposed a method for proving upper bounds on ω via reduction
to group-algebra multiplication. The recent computer-assisted arguments [Sto10, VW12, LG14] in
the style of Coppersmith–Winograd [CW90] can all be captured by the group-theoretic approach
[CKSU05, FK14]. Indeed, these constructions all can be viewed as giving families of subsets
satisfying the simultaneous triple product property (STPP) [CKSU05] (recalled as Definition 2.5
below) in abelian groups of bounded exponent. This family of groups arises because the constructions
typically work in groups like (Z/mZ)n where n → ∞ and m can be optimized over, and the
optimization results in m being fixed as n→∞. Ambainis, Filmus, and Le Gall [AFG15] showed
that the Coppersmith–Winograd family of constructions could not yield a bound on ω better than
2.3078. The authors, together with Naslund and Sawin, extended the recent resolution of the Cap
Set Conjecture [EG17, CLP17] to show a result that is philosophically similar to [AFG15] (but
technically incomparable): STPP constructions in abelian groups of bounded exponent cannot show
ω = 2 [BCC+17].
However, the group-theoretic approach has the advantage of being extremely general. Part of the
allure of this approach is that there is rich array of constructions to try—especially in nonabelian
groups—that make contact with well-studied topics in mathematics. For example, constructions
building on the “triangle construction” of [CU03] turn on the combinatorics of permutations, while
constructions building on the “Lie pseudo-exponent two” construction of [CU03] depend on algebraic
geometry in finite characteristic. One can also try to use knowledge from representation theory to
construct families of groups tailored so that their representations are small, while still supporting
matrix multiplication via the Cohn–Umans embedding. Beyond the elementary fact shown in
[CU03] that abelian groups cannot prove non-trivial bounds on ω via embedding a single matrix-
multiplication instance, there has been very little to guide the search for a construction in this broad
approach. In this paper, our primary purpose is to narrow the search for which nonabelian groups
might be fruitful in this endeavor. As the group-theoretic approach is very natural, and captures
all the known best algorithms for matrix multiplication, we view such negative results (ruling out
families of groups) in the same spirit as results concerning LPs or SDPs that rule out certain classes
of algorithms.
We make the following progress in understanding which groups are amenable to proving ω = 2
via the group-theoretic approach. We prove two main results:
(1) We prove upper bounds on STPP constructions in finite nilpotent groups G of bounded
exponent (and satisfying a mild additional condition; see Section 3.1.1) of the form |G|1−ε
for a constant ε > 0 (Theorem 3.19). This rules out proving ω = 2 in such groups. The
“bounded exponent” condition is essentially inherited from the abelian case, where one cannot
rule out large cyclic groups or powers thereof by our methods (see Section 1.1 for more
details of the methods).
In the taxonomy of finite groups, nilpotent groups are “just short of” solvable groups.
Within the scope of our technique, solvable groups are perhaps the most fundamental and
natural class one might reasonably hope to rule out. Recall that solvable groups are built
from abelian groups as follows: all abelian groups are solvable, and if N is a normal subgroup
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of G and N and G/N are solvable then so is G. We highlight extending these upper bounds
to solvable groups as an important open problem.
(2) We prove that no three Young subgroups can prove ω = 2 in the symmetric or alternating
groups. In the taxonomy of finite groups, these non-abelian simple or near-simple groups are
in some sense “at the other end of the spectrum” from abelian, nilpotent, or solvable groups.
While our result does not fully rule out proving ω = 2 in such groups in the way that upper
bounds on the size of arbitrary STPP constructions would, it does rule out proving it via
perhaps the most natural type of construction.
Altogether, these results together with [BCC+17] begin to narrow the choices for proving ω = 2 in
intriguing and useful ways. While it is certainly not a foregone conclusion that the group-theoretic
approach is capable of proving ω = 2 (or even that ω = 2 in the first place!), there seems to now be a
useful interplay between positive and negative results that constitutes a mathematically interesting
research program with a chance for a significant payoff.
1.1. Techniques. Our main technique is the slice rank method described in [BCC+17]. However,
that method is an application of the polynomial method, and it is initially not clear how to extend
it to the nonabelian setting. Instead of considering polynomials graded by degree (as in the
abelian setting), we show that the powers of the augmentation ideal of a nilpotent group are a
suitable nonabelian replacement for the grading by degree. If I is the augmentation ideal, then the
replacements for “polynomials of degree k” is the space Ik/Ik+1. We identify the shrinkage rate
of these spaces (as k increases) as a key quantity for bounding the slice rank, and hence the size
of STPP constructions, in such groups. We show a concentration inequality for these dimensions
strong enough to give our main theorem on nilpotent groups, Theorem 3.19.
It is possible that this behavior occurs in powers of the augmentation ideal in other groups as
well; this suggests a concrete strategy for proving strong upper bounds for groups beyond the ones
we have considered.
Our result for symmetric groups is a fairly delicate induction. It is intriguing that altering
the setup in certain small ways—for example by considering the direct product of two symmetric
groups—breaks the argument. Do any of these alterations suggest ways to obtain positive results?
We discuss these questions in Section 4.
1.2. Related work. The techniques and results of this paper have significant overlap with those of
Petrov [Pet16]. He also uses powers of the augmentation ideal and proves a result about products
of subspaces in a group ring (similar to our Proposition 3.2) to obtain his upper bounds. Indeed, in
retrospect, our proof specializes in the case of the unitriangular group (Example 3.15) to precisely
that given by Petrov in [Pet16, Section 7]. However, by realizing the argument in terms of powers of
the augmentation ideal and relating this to the p-lower central series (see Proposition 3.10), we are
able to obtain general results for all p-groups. Moreover, by putting the argument in the context of
slice rank, we are able to show that our bounds in general are tight (see Appendix A).
As a result of this more general approach, we identify two natural structural properties of p-groups
that allow us to rule out showing ω = 2 in groups satisfying these properties. One of these is
bounded nilpotency class—a standard group-theoretic notion—but the other, about the growth rate
of “p-degrees” (see Definition 3.5), appears to be new and may be interesting in its own right.
We also show how to extend slice rank upper bounds from a normal subgroup to its parent group
(Lemma 3.21), which is a very general tool. In this paper, we use this tool to extend from p-groups
to general nilpotent groups.
Sawin [Saw17] also gives a general result. He shows that for any nontrivial group G, the size of a
multiplicative matching in Gn is at most δn|G|n, where δ < 1 is a constant that depends on G but
not n. However, this bound is never of the form |G|1−c, which is what is needed to rule out proving
ω = 2 in a family of groups (unless |G| = O(1) and the family is {Gn}). In contrast, our results
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rule out proving ω = 2 in many natural families of groups, including ones with known non-trivial
constructions.
Even apart from the connection with matrix multiplication, the question of extremal multiplicative
matchings and related objects in groups is interesting in its own right, and has been the subject of
a number of recent works [CLP17, EG17, Saw17, NS16, KSS16, Nor16, Peb16, FL17, Gre17, Ell16,
GS16, KiO17, ASU13, BCC+17, Aar16, DE17].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Multiplicative matchings. The following definition coincides with what were called tricolored
sum-free sets in [BCC+17]. While the “sum-free” terminology works well in abelian groups, we find
the “matching” terminology adopted by Aaronson [Aar16] and Sawin [Saw17] clearer, especially
when the underlying group is non-abelian as it frequently is in this paper.
Definition 2.1 (Multiplicative matching [BCC+17, Def. 3.1]). A multiplicative matching in a
group G is given by three sequences (s1, . . . , sn), (t1, . . . , tn), (u1, . . . , un) of elements of G such that
sitjuk = 1⇐⇒ i = j = k.
The cardinality of this multiplicative matching is n.
2.2. The group-theoretic approach. The group-theoretic approach to bounding the exponent
of matrix multiplication amounts to reducing matrix multiplication to multiplication in the group
algebra C[G] for finite groups G. The reduction is carried out via three subsets of G that satisfy the
triple product property:
Definition 2.2 (Triple Product Property (TPP)). Three subsets S, T, U of a finite group G satisfy
the triple product property if
stu = 1⇐⇒ s = t = u = 1
for all s ∈ Q(S), t ∈ Q(T ), u ∈ Q(U). Here Q(S) = {xy−1 : x, y ∈ S} is the quotient set of S.
Given S, T, U ⊆ G that satisfy the triple product property, one can reduce |S| × |T | by |T | × |U |
matrix multiplication to C[G]-multiplication. A key fact is that C[G] ∼= Md1(C) ⊕ · · · ⊕Mdk(C),
where the di are the dimensions of the irreducible representations of G (hence
∑
i d
2
i = |G|). The
reduction thus gives a scheme for multiplying matrices by performing a number of (hopefully)
smaller matrix multiplications, yielding a recurrence that proves upper bounds on ω:
Theorem 2.3 ([CU03]). If S, T, U ⊆ G satisfy the triple product property, then
(2.1) (|S||T ||U |)ω/3 ≤
∑
i
dωi ,
where the di are the dimensions of the irreducible representations of G.
One hopes for S, T, U to be large subsets, and the di to be small, so that this equation forces ω
to be small. In this paper we identify a useful necessary condition for a Triple Product Property
construction to prove nontrivial bounds on ω (i.e., ω < 3), which we use in Section 4:
Proposition 2.4. If S, T, U ⊆ G satisfy the Triple Product Property and
|G|
(|S||T ||U |)2/3 ≥ # conjugacy classes of G,
then (2.1) is satisfied by all ω > 0 (and thus cannot even prove ω < 3).
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Proof. A well-known fact is that the number of inequivalent irreducible representations of G is equal
to the number k of conjugacy classes of G. Since
∑
i d
2
i = |G| we find that d2max ≥ |G|/k (indeed
the average of d2i is at least this large). By assumption, we have
(|S||T ||U |)2/3 ≤ |G|/k ≤ d2max
Exponentiating both sides by ω/2 gives (|S||T ||U |)ω/3 ≤ dωmax. Since dωmax ≤
∑
i d
ω
i we find that
(2.1) is satisfied by any positive ω, as claimed. 
It is possible to prove good upper bounds on ω in this framework, and this was first done in
[CKSU05], via wreath product groups Gn o Sn. It turns out that the apportionment to subsets
S, T, U in all of these constructions can be described via several “simultaneous” triple product
property constructions within G.
Definition 2.5 (Simultaneous Triple Product Property (STPP)). Triples of subset Si, Ti, Ui of G
satisfy the simultaneous triple product property if
(1) for each i, the triple Si, Ti, Ui satisfies the triple product property in G, and
(2) for all i, j, k and s ∈ Si, s′ ∈ Sj , t ∈ Tj , t′ ∈ Tk, u ∈ Uk, u′ ∈ Ui we have
s−1s′t−1t′u−1u′ = 1⇒ i = j = k.
One can understand an STPP construction as a means of reducing several independent matrix
multiplications (of format |Si| × |Ti| by |Ti| × |Ui|) to a single C[G] multiplication. Via either the
wreath product machinery of [CKSU05] or the Asymptotic Sum Inequality [Sch81], we obtain the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.6 ([CKSU05]). If Si, Ti, Ui ⊆ G satisfy the simultaneous triple product property, then
(2.2)
∑
i
(|Si||Ti||Ui|)ω/3 ≤
∑
i
dωi ,
where the di are the dimensions of the irreducible representations of G.
STPP constructions generalize TPP constructions and indeed are the most general kind of
construction in the group-theoretic framework. It is STPP constructions that can be made to mimic
the Coppersmith–Winograd result [CW90] and the recent improvements [Sto10, VW12, LG14], thus
capturing the best known bounds on ω. An important constraint on STPP constructions, which
can easily be derived from the definition, are the packing bounds which assert that∑
i
|Si||Ti| ≤ |G|,
∑
i
|Ti||Ui| ≤ |G|, and
∑
i
|Si||Ui| ≤ |G|.
One can hope to obtain constructions that come very close to this bound:
Definition 2.7 (Packing bound [BCC+17, Def. 2.3]). A family of STPP constructions in groups G
with |G| → ∞ meets the packing bound if∑
i
|Si||Ti| ≥ |G|1−o(1),
∑
i
|Ti||Ui| ≥ |G|1−o(1), and
∑
i
|Si||Ui| ≥ |G|1−o(1).
This provides a useful necessary condition for a STPP construction to prove ω = 2:
Theorem 2.8 ([BCC+17, Lemma 2.4]). Any family of STPP constructions that does not meet the
packing bound cannot imply ω = 2 via Inequality 2.2.
Finally we can state the connection between the group theoretic approach and multiplicative
matchings, which was proved in [BCC+17]:
Theorem 2.9. Any family of STPP constructions in groups G with |G| → ∞ that meets the
packing bound implies the existence of multiplicative matchings in GN with cardinality |G|N(1−ε) for
arbitrarily small ε > 0, by choosing sufficiently large |G| and N .
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Thus for a family of groups G to host an embedding of matrix multiplication that proves ω = 2 in
the group-theoretic framework, powers of G must contain multiplicative matchings that are nearly
the largest possible.
2.3. Slice rank of tensors. Given three finite sets X,Y, Z and a field F we think of functions
F : X × Y × Z → F as 3-tensors. The slice rank of such an F (introduced by Tao [Tao16]; see also
[BCC+17, TS16]) is the smallest r such that there are functions fi, gi for which we can write
F (x, y, z) =
a∑
i=1
fi(x, y)gi(z) +
b∑
i=a+1
fi(x, z)gi(y) +
r∑
i=b+1
fi(y, z)gi(x).
When F only takes the values {0, 1}, we may consider its slice rank over various fields F, in which
case we write slice-rankF(F ), though usually F will be clear from context. We sometimes refer to
characteristic p slice rank to emphasize that the characteristic is playing a critical role in the bound
under discussion.
Given an algebra D (such as a group ring F[G]), its multiplication tensor MD relative to a basis
x1, . . . , xdimD is defined by
xixj =
∑
k
MD(i, j, k)xk.
In particular, for a group G, if we choose the group elements as the basis of G, we find that MF[G]
only has zero-one values, and so can in fact be defined over any field; when we wish to leave the
field unspecified we thus write MG for the multiplication tensor of a group G.
If we think of a tensor F : X × Y × Z → F as an element of FX ⊗ FY ⊗ FZ , then the slice rank
is invariant under change of basis in each of the three factors (that is, the action of the group
GL|X|(F)×GL|Y |(F)×GL|Z|(F)). Thus, even if we have a function F : X ×X ×X → F, we may
choose different bases for each of the three copies of FX and reason about the slice rank of F in our
favorite three bases, which will be a useful trick.
Slice rank gives us a means to bound the cardinality of multiplicative matchings from above:
Proposition 2.10 (Tao [Tao16]). If G contains a multiplicative matching of cardinality m then
slice-rank(MG) ≥ m (over any field).
In summary, we have the following implications: ω = 2 via STPP in family G =⇒ nearly-largest-
possible multiplicative matchings in powers of G =⇒ slice rank of G-multiplication tensor is at least
|G|1−o(1), which is encapsulated by the following corollary:
Corollary 2.11 (Key corollary). Given a family of groups G with slice-rank(MG) ≤ |G|1−Ω(1), no
STPP construction in this family can prove ω = 2 via Inequality (2.2).
In the next section we use this to rule out proving ω = 2 in a large class of nilpotent groups.
3. Ruling out a large class of nilpotent groups
We begin with a general lemma about slice rank and a consequence about the slice rank of
algebras over a field, which may have further uses. Next we prove a result ruling out proving ω = 2
in a large class of p-groups, and then use the fact that nilpotent groups are direct products of
p-groups, together with machinery for passing to group extensions, to rule out proving ω = 2 via a
large class of nilpotent groups.
3.1. Slice rank of algebras. In the next lemma and proposition we give an appealing sufficient
condition for establishing upper bounds on the slice rank of algebras over a field.
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Lemma 3.1. For a function F : X × Y × Z → F and a subset Xˆ ⊆ X, we have
slice-rank(F ) ≤ slice-rank(F |Xˆ×Y×Z) + |X| − |Xˆ|.
A similar statement holds for restricting Y or Z.
Proof. Let Fˆ = F |Xˆ×Y×Z and rˆ = slice-rank(Fˆ ). There exist functions fˆi, fi, gˆi, gi such that
Fˆ (x, y, z) =
a∑
i=1
fˆi(x, y)gi(z) +
b∑
i=a+1
fˆi(x, z)gi(y) +
rˆ∑
i=b+1
fi(y, z)gˆi(x) for x, y, z ∈ Xˆ × Y × Z.
For i ≤ a, let fi denote the extension of fˆi from the domain Xˆ ×Y to X ×Y which is zero whenever
x ∈ X \ Xˆ; define similar extensions fi(x, z) of fˆi(x, z) for a < i ≤ b and gi(x) of gˆi(x) for b < i ≤ rˆ.
For x ∈ X \ Xˆ, let hx(y, z) = F (x, y, z). We then have the following expression for F , which proves
the lemma:
F (x, y, z) =
a∑
i=1
fi(x, y)gi(z) +
b∑
i=a+1
fi(x, z)gi(y) +
rˆ∑
i=b+1
fi(y, z)gi(x) +
∑
w∈X\Xˆ
hw(y, z)δw,x. 
Proposition 3.2. Let D be a finite-dimensional algebra over a field. If A,B,C are subspaces of D
satisfying A ·B ⊆ C, then slice-rank(MD) ≤ codimA+ codimB + dimC.
Proof. Let d = dimD, dA = dimA, dB = dimB, and dC = dimC. Let x1, . . . , xd be a basis
for D such that the prefix x1, . . . , xdA is a basis for A, let y1, . . . , yd be a basis for D such that
span{y1, . . . , ydB} = B, and let z1, . . . , zd be a basis of D such that span{z1, . . . , zdC} = C. In these
bases, T = MD looks like
xiyj =
d∑
k=1
T (i, j, k)zk,
and Tˆ := T |[dA]×[dB ]×{dC+1,...,d} = 0. Hence by Lemma 3.1,
slice-rank(T ) ≤ d− dA + d− dB + dC + slice-rank(Tˆ ) = codimA+ codimB + dimC. 
3.1.1. The structure of p-groups, and the augmentation ideal. To bound the slice rank of a p-group,
we will use the following special case of Proposition 3.2:
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a finite group, F a field, and I an ideal in F[G]. Then for any a, b ∈ N,
slice-rank(MG) ≤ codim Ia + codim Ib + dim Ia+b.
We’ll apply this lemma to the augmentation ideal.
Definition 3.4 (Augmentation ideal). The augmentation ideal I ⊆ F[G] is the kernel of the natural
map F[G] F defined on the basis of group elements by g 7→ 1 for all g ∈ G.
The augmentation ideal is linearly spanned by the group algebra elements of the form g − 1 for
g ∈ G. It is a standard fact that if G is a p-group then the augmentation ideal of Fp[G] is nilpotent,
meaning that Ie+1 = span{x1x2 . . . xe+1 : xi ∈ I} = 0 for some e (see, e. g., [Jen41]). Taking the
minimal such e, we have nested subspaces F[G] ) I ) I2 ) · · · ) Ie ) Ie+1 = 0. To get the most
mileage out of Lemma 3.3, we wish to choose a, b so that Ia and Ib are large while still keeping
Ia+b small. If P is the distribution on {0, . . . , e} defined by taking P (i) proportional to dim Ii/Ii+1,
we want to find a, b such that
∑
i<a P (i),
∑
i<b P (i), and
∑
a+b≤i P (i) are all small. We therefore
seek some sort of concentration inequality in which P (i) is concentrated around values of i near the
middle. We will use the p-degrees of a p-group, defined below, to prove just such a concentration
inequality in Theorem 3.11.
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With each p-group G satisfying |G| = pn, we associate a sequence (r1, . . . , r`) of nonnegative
integers, which we call the p-degrees of G, with r1 + · · ·+ r` = n. These p-degrees are defined in
terms of the p-lower central series or Jennings series of G; this is a variant of its lower central series,
which has the advantage of controlling the powers of the augmentation ideal in Fp[G] (see [Jen41]).
Definition 3.5 (p-degrees, p-lower central series (see, e. g., [Jen41])1). The p-lower central series
Γi = Γi(G) is defined to be the smallest filtration G = Γ1 ⊇ Γ2 ⊇ · · · such that
[Γi,Γj ] ⊆ Γi+j and g ∈ Γi =⇒ gp ∈ Γip.
Equivalently [Jen41, Theorem 5.5], we may define the Γi inductively by Γ1 = G and Γi =
[G,Γi−1]Γ
(p)
di/pe, where for any subgroup H, H
(p) denotes the subgroup generated by {hp : h ∈ H}.
The quotient Rj = Γj/Γj+1 is an Fp-vector space (since Γj+1 ⊇ Γjp). The p-degrees of G are the
sequence of dimensions rj := dimRj.
When G is a p-group, the p-lower central series terminates, meaning that Γ`+1 = 1; the minimal
such ` is called the length of the p-lower central series of G, and r1 + · · ·+ r` = n if |G| = pn.
Our results apply whenever the p-degrees do not decrease “too rapidly” or when they have
bounded variance; these two conditions are formalized as follows. Given a real non-negative vector
r = (r1, . . . , r`) with
∑
i ri = n, let ρi = ri/n, and let Xr be the random variable that takes value
i ∈ {1, . . . , `} with probability ρi.
Definition 3.6 (Linear expectation). We say that a family of such vectors r has linear expectation
if there exists some universal constant c > 0 such that E(Xr) ≥ `/c.
Definition 3.7 (Bounded variance). We say that a family of such vectors r has bounded variance
if there exists some universal constant M such that Var(Xr) ≤M .
We can now state our main theorem for p-groups:
Theorem 3.8 (Main theorem for p-groups). STPP constructions in families of p-groups of bounded
exponent cannot achieve ω = 2 if they have either
(1) p-degrees of bounded variance, or
(2) p-degrees of linear expectation.
The proof is given after the next section, which shows how the p-degrees control the dimension of
the powers of the augmentation ideal.
As a corollary, we get an even simpler condition, which may be useful in further applications:
Corollary 3.9. STPP constructions in families of p-groups of bounded exponent and with bounded
length of p-lower central series cannot achieve ω = 2.
Proof. If the length of the p-lower central series is bounded, then a fortiori its variance is bounded,
so this follows from Theorem 3.8(1). 
3.2. p-degrees and a polynomial method for p-groups. Given a p-group G with p-degrees
(r1, . . . , r`), consider n variables labeled xj,i where 1 ≤ j ≤ ` and 1 ≤ i ≤ rj . Let X denote the set
of monomials xm =
∏
x
mj,i
j,i with the property that 0 ≤ mj,i < p for all j, i. We define a weighted
degree on such monomials by deg xj,i = j and thus deg x
m =
∑
j,i jmj,i.
Proposition 3.10 ([Jen41, Theorem 3.7]). Given a finite p-group G, let I be the augmentation
ideal of Fp[G]. With notation as above, the dimension of Ik is the number of monomials xm ∈ X
with deg(xm) ≥ k.
1N.B.: There is another standard variant of the lower central series with a very similar name, the “lower central
exponent-p series,” defined by Hi = [G,Hi]H
(p)
i−1. The difference in grading between the p-lower central series we
consider and the Hi is crucial.
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Proof. For each j, choose gj,i ∈ Γj ⊆ G descending to a basis for Rj . Set xj,i = gj,i − 1 ∈ Fp[G],
so every monomial xm defines an element of Fp[G]. Then a basis for Ik is given by those xm ∈ X
with deg xm ≥ k [Jen41, Theorem 3.2] (see [Qui68] for a conceptual explanation). In particular, the
degree of a product of such basis elements is the sum of the degrees of the basis elements, as would
be expected for ordinary degree. 
We’ll use Hoeffding’s Inequality and Proposition 3.10 to estimate the dimension of Ik:
Theorem 3.11. Given a p-group G of order pn with p-degrees (r1, . . . , r`), define
(3.1) δG =
(
∑
j jrj)
2∑
j j
2rj
.
Then slice-rank(MG) ≤ 3 |G| e−δG/18. In particular, slice-rank(MG) ≤ pn/eΩ(δG).
Proof. Let s = (p− 1) ·∑j jrj be the maximum degree of any xm ∈ X. Applying Lemma 3.3 with
a = b = s/3 gives the bound slice-rank(MG) ≤ 2 codim Is/3 + dim I2s/3. The distribution of degrees
in Proposition 3.10 is symmetric about s/2, so we have codim I
s
2
−t = dim I
s
2
+t. In particular, this
gives slice-rank(MG) ≤ 3 dim I2s/3. It remains to bound dim I2s/3 using Proposition 3.10.
To generate a random monomial xm ∈ X, we may independently choose mj,i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1} and
form the product xm =
∏
x
mj,i
j,i . Since deg x
m =
∑
(deg xj,i)mj,i =
∑
jmj,i, we can express deg x
m
as the sum of independent random variables m˜j,i, where m˜j,i = deg x
mj,i
j,i is a uniform random
variable taking values in {0, j, 2j, . . . , (p− 1)j}. Each m˜j,i has a bounded range of j(p− 1) and their
sum has expectation s/2. So by Hoeffding’s Inequality, we obtain for all t > 0 that
dim I
s
2
+t =
∣∣{xm ∈ X : deg xm ≥ s
2
+ t
}∣∣ ≤ |G|
e2t
2/(
∑
j j
2(p−1)2rj)
using that |X| = |G|. Taking t = s/6, we find dim I2s/3 ≤ |G| /eδG/18, proving the proposition. 
We now apply these bounds on four important examples. In all of these examples, we think of p
as fixed and n as growing.
Example 3.12 (Vector spaces). For G = (Z/pZ)n the only nonzero p-degree is r1 = n. Therefore
δG = r
2
1/r1 = r1 = n, and the bound becomes p
n/eΩ(n). This agrees with the bounds of [EG17,
BCC+17] (up to the constants, which we have not tried to optimize). But regardless of the constant,
this is enough to rule out getting ω = 2 via STPP constructions in these groups.
Example 3.13. For G = Z/pnZ the nonzero p-degrees are r1 = rp = rp2 = · · · = rpn−1 = 1, so
δG = (
∑n−1
k=0 p
k)2/(
∑n−1
k=0 p
2k) = Ω(1). Therefore the bound we obtain is only pn/eΩ(1). (Another way
to see this is that the distribution of degrees of xm ∈ X in this case is uniform on {0, 1, . . . , pn − 1},
so no concentration of measure occurs.) Note that this bound is nevertheless optimal because Z/pnZ
has a border multiplicative matching of size at least pn/2 (see Section A), and indeed has slice rank
pn (see Section B.2).
Example 3.14. For G = (Z/pkZ)m the nonzero p-degrees are r1 = rp = rp2 = · · · = rpk−1 = m, so
δG = Ω(m). The resulting bound of p
km/eΩ(m) agrees with the bound proved in [BCC+17] up to
the constant in the Ω(·). Just as in the previous example, the factor eΩ(m) here is sharp. Note that,
as for Z/pkZ itself, this does not rule out proving ω = 2 via an STPP construction in these groups,
as long as k is growing.
Example 3.15 (Upper unitriangular matrices). Let G be the group of m × m upper unitrian-
gular matrices over Fp. Then |G| = p(m2−m)/2 and the nonzero p-degrees are r1 = m − 1, r2 =
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m− 2, . . . , rm−1 = 1. Therefore
δG =
(∑m
j=1 j(m− j)
)2∑m
j=1 j
2(m− j) = Ω(m
2).
We obtain a bound on slice rank of the form
slice-rank(MG) ≤ p
(m2−m)/2
eΩ(m2)
,
which indeed rules out obtaining ω = 2 via STPP constructions in these groups.
3.3. Proof of the main p-group theorem (Theorem 3.8). Theorem 3.11 gives
slice-rank(MG) ≤ pn/eΩ(δG)
for any p-group G. All that remains is to show that this bound is of the form |G|1−Ω(1) under the
hypotheses of Theorem 3.8. Since the exponent is bounded, p is bounded, and the latter form is
equivalent to saying that δG ≥ Ω(n). Lemmas 3.16 and 3.17 will cover the two hypotheses of the
theorem, respectively, thus proving the theorem.
Lemma 3.16 (Bounded variance). Given r = (r1, . . . , r`) with n =
∑
ri and bounded variance, the
expression δG =
(
∑
i iri)
2∑
i i
2ri
from (3.1) satisfies δG ≥ Ω(n).
Proof. Let ρi = ri/n be the probability distribution associated to r, and let X = Xr be the random
variable that takes value i with probability ρi. Then
Var(X) = E[X2]− E[X]2 = (∑
i
i2ρi
)− (∑
i
iρi
)2
.
For the remainder of the proof we find it useful to introduce a “scale-free” version of δG, namely
δ′G = δG/n. The conclusion of the lemma is equivalent to δ
′
G ≥ Ω(1), since this holds if and only if
δG ≥ Ω(n). To see that δ′G is scale-free, we may use the fact that
∑
i ri = n to rewrite it as
(3.2) δ′G =
(
∑
i iri)
2
(
∑
i i
2ri)(
∑
i ri)
.
This expression makes it clear that if we rescale all of the ri by some factor α, the quantity δ
′
G is
unchanged.
Now, since δ′G is scale-free, the quantity remains the same if we replace each ri with ρi = ri/n.
Thus we have
δ′G =
(
∑
i iri)
2
(
∑
i i
2ri)(
∑
i ri)
=
(
∑
i iρi)
2
(
∑
i i
2ρi)(
∑
i ρi)
=
(
∑
i iρi)
2
(
∑
i i
2ρi)
=
(
∑
i iρi)
2
Var(X) + (
∑
i iρi)
2 .
As we have assumed bounded variance, there is some universal constant M ≥ 0 such that Var(X) ≤
M , and we are left with
δ′G ≥
(
∑
i iρi)
2
M + (
∑
i iρi)
2 .
Let a = (
∑
i iρi)
2, so our bound is δ′G ≥ a/(a+M). This function is a non-decreasing function of a:
its derivative is M/(a+M)2, which is non-negative since M is. Thus a lower bound on a yields a
lower bound on δ′G; as a = (
∑
i iρi)
2 ≥ (∑i ρi)2 = 1, we get δ′G ≥ 1/(1 +M) ≥ Ω(1), as desired. 
Lemma 3.17 (Linear expectation). Given r = (r1, . . . , r`) with n =
∑
ri and linear expectation,
the expression δG =
(
∑
i iri)
2∑
i i
2ri
from (3.1) satisfies δG ≥ Ω(n).
As we observe in Section 5, this threshold is sharp in that when the ri are proportional to 1/i
(and thus E(Xr) ≈ `/ log(`)), we get δG = Θ(n/ log `), which is not Ω(n) unless ` is bounded.
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Proof. By assumption there exists a universal constant c > 0 such that E(Xr) = (
∑
iri)/(
∑
ri) is
at least `/c. We will show that δG ≥ n/c, or in other words that (
∑
j jrj)
2 ≥ (∑i ri/c)(∑j j2rj).
Rewriting, our goal is to show that ∑`
i=1
∑`
j=1
(ij − j2/c)rirj ≥ 0.
Rewrite the sum as
∑
j tjrj , where tj =
∑
i(ij − j2/c)ri. Since j ≤ `, we have tj ≥
∑
i(ij − `j/c)ri,
so tj/j ≥
∑
i iri − `c
∑
i ri. But our assumption of linear expectation states precisely that
∑
i iri ≥
`
c
∑
i ri, so we have tj/j ≥ 0. We conclude that tj ≥ 0 and thus
∑
j tjrj ≥ 0 as desired. 
Finally, although Corollary 3.9 (the case of bounded length) follows from the case of bounded
variance (Theorem 3.8(1)), we record here an even simpler proof of this corollary, which gives a
more exact dependence on the length `.
Lemma 3.18 (Bounded length). Given r = (r1, . . . , r`) with n =
∑
ri, the expression δG =
(
∑
i iri)
2∑
i i
2ri
from (3.1) satisfies δG ≥ Ω(n/`).
This bound is tight up to a log2 ` factor, as can be seen for ri proportional to 1/i
2 (see Section 5).
Proof. Since the ri are nonnegative, note that∑
i
ri ≤
∑
i
iri.
Also, since every i is at most `, we have∑
i
i2ri ≤ `
∑
i
iri.
Putting these two together, we find that(∑
i
ri
)(∑
i
i2ri
) ≤ (∑
i
iri
)2
`.
Finally, using the fact that
∑
i ri = n and rearranging, we obtain δG ≥ Ω(n/`). 
3.4. General nilpotent groups: extending from normal subgroups. Recall that a finite
group is nilpotent if and only if it is a direct product of groups of prime power order, which are
then its Sylow p-subgroups. We say that a family of finite nilpotent groups has bounded variance
(respectively, linear expectation) if there is some universal constant M (respectively, c > 0) such
that for each of its Sylow p-subgroups the p-degrees have variance bounded by M (respectively,
have expectation at least `/c, where ` is the length of the p-central series).
Theorem 3.19 (Main theorem for nilpotent groups). STPP constructions in families of nilpotent
groups G cannot achieve ω = 2 if they have bounded exponent and either
(1) they have bounded variance, or
(2) they have linear expectation.
As in the case of p-groups, we have the following easily-applied corollary:
Corollary 3.20. STPP constructions in families of nilpotent groups of bounded exponent and
bounded nilpotency class cannot achieve ω = 2.
Proof. If G has bounded nilpotency class and bounded exponent then for each of its Sylow p-
subgroups P , the p-lower central series has bounded length (indeed, the length ` is at most mc
where m is the exponent and c is the nilpotency class). So Theorem 3.19(1) applies. 
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Our key tool for proving Theorem 3.19 will be showing how to extend our slice rank bounds from
a normal subgroup to its parent group, which may be of independent interest. Call a subset J of a
ring R characteristic if α(J) = J for all α ∈ Aut(R).
Lemma 3.21. Let F be a field, G be a group, and N E G be a normal subgroup. Suppose that
I ⊆ F[N ] is a subspace and J ⊆ F[N ] is a characteristic right ideal. Then
slice-rank(F[G]) ≤ |G/N | (codimF[N ] I + codimF[N ] J + dim IJ) .
Proof. Let k = |G/N |. Let {qi : i ∈ [k]} be a set of coset representatives of N in G. Let
I ′ =
⊕
i I · qi where I · qi = {xqi : x ∈ I}, and similarly let J ′ =
⊕
i J · qi. Then we have
I ′J ′ = span{xqiyqj : x ∈ I, y ∈ J, i, j ∈ [k]}. Since J is characteristic, and conjugation by qi
is an automorphism of F[N ], we have qiy = qiyq−1i qi = y′qi for some other y′ ∈ J . But then
we have I ′J ′ ⊆ span{xyqiqj : x ∈ I, y ∈ J, i, j ∈ [k]}. Now, qiqj = nijqi′ for some nij ∈ N
and some i′ ∈ [k], but since J is a right ideal, ynij is again in J . Finally, we thus have I ′J ′ ⊆
span{xyqi : x ∈ I, y ∈ J, i ∈ [k]} =
⊕
i(IJ) · qi. We then apply Proposition 3.2, noting that
codimF[G] I
′ = |G/N | codimF[N ] I and codimF[G] J ′ = |G/N | codimF[N ] J . 
Proof of Theorem 3.19. Let G be a nilpotent group of exponent ≤ m, and order |G| = pn11 pn22 · · · pndd ,
where the pi are distinct primes. Then G ∼= P1 × P2 × · · · × Pd where each Pi has order pnii . We
will show that at least one of the Pi satisfies |Pi| ≥ |G|Ω(1). Let k be the index which maximizes
nk. Let N =
∑d
i=1 ni, then nk ≥ N/d. Since
∑
i ni ln pi = ln |G| and pi ≤ m for all i, we have
N ≥ ln |G|lnm . Let pi(n) be the number of primes ≤ n. As pi(n) ≤ 1.25506nlnn for all n (e. g., [RS62]),
we have that d ≤ 1.3mlnm . Combining these bounds on N and d, we get nk ≥ N/d ≥ ln |G|1.3m . Thus
|Pk| = pnkk ≥ pln |G|/1.3mk ≥ |G|Ω(1) (since m ≤ O(1)).
Now let p = pk and P = Pk. We consider the two cases of the theorem separately, showing in each
case that Theorem 3.8 applies to P . In case (1), by hypothesis the p-degrees of P have bounded
variance, and hence Theorem 3.8(1) applies to P ; in case (2), by hypothesis the p-degrees of P have
linear expectation, and hence Theorem 3.8(2) applies to P .
Finally, from the proof of Theorem 3.8 we have that there are characteristic ideals I, J ⊆ Fp[P ]
(namely, certain powers of the augmentation ideal) such that codim I+codim J+dim IJ ≤ |P |1−Ω(1).
Applying Lemma 3.21, we get that slice-rankFp(MG) ≤ |G/P ||P |1−Ω(1) = |G|/|P |Ω(1), and since
|P | ≥ |G|Ω(1) we get slice-rankFp(MG) ≤ |G|1−Ω(1). Now apply Corollary 2.11. 
4. Ruling out constructions using Young subgroups
If one is to prove ω = 2 via the group-theoretic approach, one needs (a family of) groups G with
subsets S, T, U that satisfy the Triple Product Property, and with |S|, |T |, |U | all at least |G|1/2−o(1).
Although we conjectured in [CKSU05] that such constructions are obtainable in a variety of ways
in wreath product groups, there is only one currently known construction actually achieving this
bound, which appeared in the original 2003 paper of Cohn and Umans [CU03]. This is the so-called
“triangle construction” in the symmetric group. We recall it here:
Figure 1. A triangular array of points and a hexagonal array of points.
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Theorem 4.1. Let m be a positive integer and let n = m(m+ 1)/2. Let Sn act on the triangular
array of points (as in Figure 4) with side length m. Then the three Young subgroups S, T, U that
preserve lines parallel to each of the three sides, respectively, satisfy the Triple Product Property,
and |S| = |T | = |U | = |Sn|1/2−o(1).
Recall that a Young subgroup of the symmetric group Sn is specified by a partition of [n], and
consists of those permutations that preserve that partition. In particular, every Young subgroups of
Sn is isomorphic to Sn1 × Sn2 × · · · × Snk for some ni such that
∑
ni = n.
The question of whether the triangle construction proves a nontrivial upper bound on ω can
be answered by appealing to Proposition 2.4. Some algebraic manipulation and Stirling’s formula
shows that
|S| = |T | = |U | ≤ |Sn|
1/2
eΩ(n)
;
on the other hand, the number of conjugacy classes of Sn is the partition number, which is
asymptotically eΘ(
√
n). Thus the triangle construction in Sn does not prove any non-trivial bounds
on ω because the subgroups S, T, U are very slightly too small.
However, the story does not end there. One can show that the proof of Theorem 4.1 generalizes
to any triple of Young subgroups that have trivial pairwise intersection and satisfy an additional
ordering axiom that enables the inductive proof to go through. An example is the triple of Young
subgroups that preserve lines in each of the three directions parallel to the sides of a hexagon (see
Figure 4). Intriguingly, we find that the triangle construction is not optimal, in the sense that for the
symmetric group Sn, subgroups described via the hexagon are significantly larger than subgroups
described via the triangle. As a concrete example, the hexagon with side length 6 and the triangle
with side length 13 both have 91 points, yet the ratio of the size of the Young subgroups described
via the hexagon to the size of the Young subgroups described via the triangle is
6! · 7! · 8! · 9! · 10! · 11! · 10! · 9! · 8! · 7! · 6!
13! · 12! · 11! · 10! · 9! · 8! · 7! · 6! · 5! · 4! · 3! · 2! · 1! = 2940/1573 ≥ 1.869 . . . .
This raises the question: could three Young subgroups (constructed via a different “shape” than
the triangle or perhaps not having a geometric description at all) prove ω = 2? This question is
quite delicate as it depends on the lower order terms in the size of the Young subgroups. It is also
very sensitive to these lower order terms: if one could achieve
|S| = |T | = |U | ≥ |Sn|
1/2
eo(
√
n)
,
then this would prove ω = 2 via Theorem 2.3. And indeed one can achieve this bound for two of
the three subgroups by “stretching” the triangle in one direction. Is it possible for all three? We
prove that the answer is no, using only the fact that the three Young subgroups must have trivial
pairwise intersections (which is necessary to satisfy the TPP):
Theorem 4.2. Let H1, H2, H3 ⊆ Sn be Young subgroups such that H1∩H2 = H2∩H3 = H1∩H3 =
{1}. There exists universal constants c, d > 0 for which
|Sn|
(|H1||H2||H3|)2/3
≥ ecn−d
√
n logn.
For the proof we will need the following inequality. Throughout, we will use a version of Stirling’s
approximation: e(n/e)n ≤ n! ≤ en(n/e)n.
Lemma 4.3. We have (
n
t
)
≥ 1
e(n− t)t ·
(n
t
)t · et(1−t/n).
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Proof. Using the above Stirling approximation, we obtain(
n
t
)
≥ e(n/e)
n
e2(n− t)t((n− t)/e)n−t(t/e)t =
(n/t)t
e(n− t)t(1− t/n)n−t .
Using the fact that (1− 1/x)x ≤ 1/e for x ≥ 1 completes the proof. 
The proof below uses the general principle that for a Young subgroup, it is never made smaller
by transferring an element from one part in the associated partition of [n] to another part that is
no smaller.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof is by induction on n. Consider the largest part of H1, H2 and H3,
and let t be its size. We have three cases depending on whether t is “large”, “small”, or neither.
The base case for the induction is when t = n, which is covered by the “large” case below. The
thresholds for “large” and “small” are somewhat delicate. Throughout the proof we will identify
a finite number of upper bounds on the constant c and a finite number of lower bounds on the
constant d; the final statement thus holds for some universal constants c, d, which we have not
explicitly worked out to avoid cluttering the argument.
t large: If t > 0.9n (the constant 0.9 can be replaced with any constant larger than 5/6) then the
subgroup containing this part has size at most (n− t)!t!, while the other two subgroups each
have at least t parts (one part for each of the elements in the size-t set), and so they have
size at most (n− t+ 1)!. Thus we have
|Sn|
(|H1||H2||H3|)2/3
≥ n!
((n− t+ 1)2t!(n− t)!3)2/3 ≥
(n/e)n
(n6(n/e)n(0.1n/e)3·0.1n)2/3
= eω(n),
and in particular it is at least ecn−d
√
n logn for c ≤ 0.2, and sufficiently large d, as required.
t small: If t < e0.49
√
n (the constant 0.49 can be replaced with any constant less than 1/2, although
there is an interaction with the 0.9 constant above), then for each i,
|Hi| ≤ (e0.49
√
n)!
√
n/e0.49 ≤
(
e1.49
√
n(e0.49
√
n/e)e
0.49√n
)√n/e0.49
= nO(
√
n)nn/2/e0.51n
and so n!/(|H1||H2||H3|)2/3 ≥ e0.02n−O(
√
n logn) which is at least ecn−d
√
n logn for c ≤ 0.02
and sufficiently large d, as required.
t neither large nor small: Otherwise we have e0.49
√
n ≤ t ≤ 0.9n. We consider H ′1, H ′2, H ′3, the
subgroups of Sn−t obtained by removing the elements associated with the part of size t. We
have
(4.1)
|Sn|
(|H1||H2||H3|)2/3
= R · |Sn−t|
(|H ′1||H ′2||H ′3|)2/3
,
where
R =
n!
(n− t)!(t!(a1a2 . . . at)(b1b2 . . . bt))2/3
.
Here, if H1 is the subgroup containing the part of size t, then a1, a2, . . . , at are the sizes
of the t parts of H2 intersecting that part, and b1, b2, . . . , bt are the sizes of the t parts of
H3 intersecting that part. Note that
∑
i ai ≤ n and
∑
i bi ≤ n and thus
∏
i ai ≤ (n/t)t and∏
i bi ≤ (n/t)t.
Using this upper bound, we find that
R ≥
(
n
t
)
(n/t)t
·
(
t!
(n/t)t
)1/3
≥
(
et(1−t/n)
e(n− t)t
)
·
(
t!
(n/t)t
)1/3
,
where the last inequality used Lemma 4.3. Now, because t ≤ 0.9n, the first factor above is at
least e0.1t/(en2), and because t ≥ e0.49√n, the second factor above is at least (t2/(en))t ≥
e−0.02t/3. We conclude that R ≥ ec1t/nc2 for universal constants c1, c2 > 0.
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Now, by induction we know that the right hand side of (4.1) is at least
R · ecn′−d
√
n′ logn′ ,
where n′ = n− t ≤ n− e0.49√n. One can verify that for sufficiently large d as a function of
c2, it holds that d
√
n′ log n′ ≤ dn log n− c2. Thus, provided c ≤ c1,
R · ecn′−d
√
n′ logn′ ≥ ecn−d
√
n logn,
as required.
This completes the proof. 
An important open question is whether this theorem can be extended to rule out all triples of
subgroups of Sn, or even all triples of subsets, which would eliminate the symmetric group as a
means of potentially proving ω = 2. Or, does it point toward a new construction in symmetric
groups that would prove ω = 2? Along these lines, it is intriguing that if we alter the setup only
slightly, the theorem fails to hold. Specifically, the three subgroups S = Sn × {1}, T = {1} × Sn,
and U = {(pi, pi) : pi ∈ Sn} of G = S2n satisfy the conditions of the theorem (have pairwise trivial
intersection) and have largest-possible size: |S| = |T | = |U | = |G|1/2.
5. Future directions
This work raises as many questions as it answers, both regarding efforts to extend the slice rank
upper bounds that rule out proving ω = 2 in certain groups, and to identify groups that seem
beyond the reach of that methodology, which then may be candidates for constructions aimed at
proving ω = 2.
In the negative direction, the most ambitious but realistic conjecture we could imagine would
be that every finite group G of bounded exponent has slice rank at most |G|1−ε for fixed ε > 0. A
slightly less ambitious version would be to prove this for all solvable groups of bounded exponent.
A first step in this direction beyond the results in this paper might be to either (1) extend our
results to nilpotent groups without the added condition of having bounded nilpotency class, having
bounded variance, or having linear expectation, or (2) to extend to solvable groups whose p-Sylow
subgroups satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.8. One way to achieve (2) would be to extend
Lemma 3.21 to non-normal subgroups (which would have further-reaching consequences as well).
It’s even open whether Lemma 3.21 applies in a black-box fashion to all normal subgroups, that is,
whether slice-rank(G) ≤ slice-rank(N)|G/N |. In general, we wonder in what families of groups can
one control the shrinkage of the powers of the augmentation ideal.
In the positive direction, can one construct a natural example of a family of p-groups whose
p-degrees have neither bounded variance nor linear expectation? In such groups can one give (in
increasing order of difficulty) lower bounds on the slice rank, a construction of a large multiplicative
matching, an STPP construction, a TPP construction? For the latter two, what bound, if any, do
they prove on ω? (This requires understanding the representation theory of the p-group in question.)
To get a feel for groups that avoid the conditions of Theorem 3.8, it is perhaps a useful exercise
to understand the behavior of the scale-free quantity δ′G from the proof of Lemma 3.16 for p-degrees
ri proportional to i
c for various c. Using the standard estimate that
∑`
i=1 i
c is Θ(`c+1) for c > −1,
Θ(log `) for c = −1, and Θ(1) for c < −1, we find that the scale-free quantity δ′G of (3.2) behaves as
follows:
c : (−∞,−3) −3 (−3,−2) −2 (−2,−1) −1 (−1,∞)
δ′G : Θ(1) Θ(1/ log `) Θ(1/`
3−|c|) Θ((log `)2/`) Θ(1/`|c|−1) Θ(1/ log `) Θ(1)
We note that the case of c < −3 is a special case of bounded variance (Lemma 3.16). This table
shows that the condition of having linear expectation was sharp for these families, in that r does
not have linear expectation when c ≤ −1, and indeed we see that δG is not Ω(n) for ri proportional
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to 1/ic with c ∈ [−1,−3] (unless ` ≤ O(1), which was covered separately by Lemma 3.18). The case
of c = −2 (or c→ −2 from the right) also shows that the bound of Ω(n/`) (Lemma 3.18) is tight.
Aside from a guide to searching for groups in which one could potentially prove ω = 2, is there a
good intuitive explanation for the behavior of δG as c varies?
Regarding the symmetric group, there are intriguing questions in the positive and negative
direction as well. Here we recall that negative results should rule out TPP constructions in Sn
having sets of cardinality at least n!1/2/eO(
√
n), while achieving even slightly larger cardinality
n!1/2/eo(
√
n) proves ω = 2! Incidentally, this sharp threshold between proving no bound on ω
and ω = 2 occurs in any group for which d2max is polynomially related to the average irreducible
representation dimension d2i , which often makes the threshold of |G|/(# conjugacy classes) the
“right” one to aim for.
Thus, in the negative direction, the most ambitious conjecture regarding the symmetric group
would be that Sn has slice rank at most n!
1/2/eO(
√
n). Note that this would follow from extending
Lemma 3.21 to non-normal subgroups, since Sn has (non-normal) p-subgroups of size exp(n). A
smaller step in the direction of ruling out ω = 2 in the symmetric group would be to extend our
result to all triples of subgroups (not just Young subgroups).
In the positive direction, can one give in Sn (in increasing order of difficulty) lower bounds on the
slice rank of n!/eo(
√
n), a construction of a large multiplicative matching of cardinality n!/eo(
√
n),
a TPP construction with sets of cardinality n!1/2/eo(
√
n)? Is there a small variation on the group
Sn (like the direct product of a small number of symmetric groups as suggested after the proof of
Theorem 4.2) that circumvents the negative results and admits TPP constructions of the above size?
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Appendix A. Tightness of slice rank bounds
In this section we show that the bounds in our main theorems, Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.19,
are tight.
The following is an important relaxation we need for our constructions:
Definition A.1 (border multiplicative matchings [BCC+17, Def. 3.2]). A border multiplicative
matching in G is given by three sequences of elements in G× Z,
((s1, a1), (s2, a2), . . . , (sn, an)), ((t1, b1), (t2, b2), . . . , (tn, bn)), ((u1, c1), (u2, c2), . . . , (un, cn)),
for which the following hold:
(1) (sitjuk = 1 and ai + bj + ck = 0)⇐⇒ i = j = k (multiplicative matching in G× Z), and
(2) sitjuk = 1⇒ ai + bj + ck ≥ 0 (positivity).
We can convert a border multiplicative matching in G into a multiplicative matching in powers
of G. This was stated in [BCC+17] for abelian groups, but the same proof works mutatis mutandis
for arbitrary groups:
Lemma A.2 (Cf. [BCC+17, Lem. 3.4]). Suppose there exists a border multiplicative matching in G
of cardinality m. Then for every N , there exists a multiplicative matching in GN of cardinality at
least
mN/(2Nt+ 1)3,
where t is a constant independent of N .
Just as with ordinary multiplicative matchings, border multiplicative matchings are a lower bound
on slice rank:
Proposition A.3. If G contains a border multiplicative matching of cardinality m, then the slice
rank of the G-multiplication tensor (in any characteristic) is at least m.
Proof using powers of G. This follows from the fact that slice rank is submultiplicative. Lemma
A.2 implies that there is a tricolored sum free set of cardinality mN/poly(N) in GN , and thus
the slice rank of GN is at least mN/poly(N). But this implies the slice rank of G is at least
(mN/poly(N))1/N (by submultiplicitivity), which approaches m as N tends to infinity. 
To prove tightness of our results we need to construct large border multiplicative matchings. Our
starting point is the case of the cyclic group Z/mZ. Here we have the following construction:
Proposition A.4. There is a border multiplicative matching in Z/mZ of cardinality at least dm/2e.
Proof. Identify G = Z/mZ with {0, 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1} in the natural way, and let m′ = dm/2e. Define
xi = (i, i
2) ∈ G× Z, yj = (j, j2) ∈ G× Z, zk = (−2k,−2k2) ∈ G× Z,
where i, j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m′− 1}. Note that (i+ j− 2k, i2 + j2− 2k2) = (0, 0) when i = j = k. In the
other direction, if i+ j = 2k, then i = k − c and j = k + c for some c ∈ {−(m′ − 1), . . . , (m′ − 1)}.
We thus have i2 + j2 − 2k2 = 2c2, which is always non-negative, and equals 0 iff i = j = k, as
required. 
Multiplicative matchings behave well when taking extensions:
Lemma A.5. Suppose we have a short exact sequence 1→ N → G→ G/N → 1. Let {si}, {tj}, {uk}
be a multiplicative matching of cardinality m in N and let {xi′}, {yj′}, {zk′} be a multiplicative
matching of cardinality m′ in G/N . Then there is a multiplicative matching of cardinality mm′
in G. The same statement holds with “multiplicative matching” replaced everywhere by “border
multiplicative matching”.
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Proof. Let xi′ and yj′ be arbitrary lifts from G/N to G. Recall that we know xk′yk′zk′ = 1 in G/N ,
so we can define zk′ = (xk′ · yk′)−1 and still satisfy that zk′ mod N is zk′ . We needed to go to the
extra effort of carefully defining this last lift so that xk′ · yk′ · zk′ = 1 in G, for all k′.
Define fi,i′ = sixi′ , gj,j′ = t
(xj′ )−1
j yj′ and hk,k′ = u
(xk′ ·yk′ )−1
k zk′ . Consider the equation
fi,i′gj,j′hk,k′ = sixi′t
(xj′ )−1
j yj′u
(xk′ ·yk′ )−1
k zk′ = 1.
Mod N , this reduces to the equation xi′yj′zk′ = 1 in G/N , and so i
′ = j′ = k′. The equation then
simplifies to sitjuk = 1 in G and so i = j = k as required.
To prove the result for border multiplicative matchings we do the same as above and sum the
second coordinates (the ones in Z) when combining the two border multiplicative matchings in N
and G/N to obtain a border multiplicative matching in G. 
We can now assert that our result for p-groups (in Theorem 3.8) cannot be improved (up to the
constant in the Ω(·) notation).
Theorem A.6. If G is a group of order pn (with p prime), then G contains a border multiplicative
matching of cardinality at least pn/2n.
Proof. Every finite p-group G has a sequence of normal subgroups 1 EH1 EH2 E · · · EHn = G
such that Hi/Hi−1 ∼= Z/pZ for all i. By repeated application of the Lemma A.5 we find a border
multiplicative matching in G of the specified size. 
For nilpotent groups G, we obtain a lower bound on slice rank that matches our bound in Theorem
3.19:
Theorem A.7. If G is a nilpotent group of order pnr with (p, r) = 1, then the slice rank of the
G-multiplication tensor in characteristic p is at least 3pnr/2n+2.
Proof. Finite nilpotent groups are direct products of p-groups. By the previous lemma, the p-Sylow
factor P has a border multiplicative matching of cardinality at least pn/2n. The complement factor
H of order r has order relatively prime to p, and so the group algebra Fp[H] is semi-simple, and
thus is isomorphic to the product of matrix algebras of dimensions di. It is known that the tensor of
di × di matrix multiplication has a border multiplicative matching of cardinality at least 3d2i /4 (see
[BCS97]), and so the tensor of H-multiplication has a border multiplicative matching (expressed
in the Fourier basis) of cardinality at least (3/4) ·∑i d2i = 3|H|/4. These matchings in the tensor
of Fp[P ]-multiplication and the tensor of Fp[H]-multiplication can be combined—essentially just
by tensoring them together—to yield a border multiplicative matching in Fp[G] whose size is the
product of their sizes (similar to the proof of Lemma A.5). The theorem follows. 
Appendix B. Other results on slice rank of groups
Given the importance of slice rank for informing us about STPP constructions in groups (or lack
thereof), here we develop some tools and results useful for understanding the slice rank of groups in
general. In particular, we introduce a stronger variant of slice rank that we call “flat rank,” which
turns out to be exactly additive. We use this to show that the slice rank of matrix multiplication is
full (i.e., n2), that all semisimple group algebras have full slice rank (equal to |G|)—and thus getting
nontrivial upper bounds requires working in characteristic dividing |G|—and finally that every cyclic
group has full slice rank in all characteristics, showing that at least one case of Proposition 3.10
gave exactly the correct value of the slice rank.
In addition to tying up some loose ends, we believe that these tools and results may be useful for
future endeavors.
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B.1. Flat rank. Note that, given a slice rank decomposition of a tensor t of the form
a∑
i=1
αi(x)βi(y, z) +
b∑
j=1
γj(y)δj(x, z) +
c∑
k=1
ηk(z)θk(x, y),
there is a codimension at most c subspace of the z’s on which every ηk vanishes. On this subspace,
the resulting restricted matrix can be written as a sum of at most a + b rank 1 matrices (just
plug the z’s into the above decomposition), and hence has rank at most a+ b. Thus, in order to
prove a lower bound of ` on the slice rank of t, it suffices to show that whenever t is restricted to
a codimension c subspace of the z’s (for any c, since now we do not imagine we know the above
decomposition), the rank of the resulting matrix is at least `− c. It turns out that this method of
proving lower bounds has several nice properties, and in particular is exactly additive under direct
sum of tensors. To formalize this, rather than talk about “lower bounds proven by this method,”
we capture this method in a definition.
Given a tensor t : U ⊗ V ⊗W → F and a vector w ∈ W , let tw denote the restricted tensor
tw : U ⊗ V → F defined by tw(u⊗ v) = t(u⊗ v ⊗ w).
Definition B.1 (Flat rank). A tensor t ∈ FX ⊗ FY ⊗ FZ has flat rank at most r + c if there is a
codimension c subspace V ≤ FZ such that rank(tv) ≤ r for every v ∈ V . The flat rank of t, denoted
flat-rank(t), is the minimum of r + c over all such choices of subspace.
As expected from the discussion preceding the definition, we have the following relationship
between flat rank and slice rank, which we restate here for reference:
Observation B.2. For any tensor t, flat-rank(t) ≤ slice-rank(t).
Observation B.3 (Characterization of flat rank in terms of decompositions). A tensor t has flat
rank at most ` iff it can be written in the form
r∑
i=1
αi(x, z)βi(y, z) +
c∑
k=1
ηk(z)θk(x, y, z)
with r + c ≤ `.
Proof. If t has a decomposition as in the statement of the observation, then the same argument as
originally motivated flat rank can be used to upper bound its flat rank, namely by restricting t to
the codimension at most c subspace of z’s on which every ηk vanishes, and noting that the resulting
matrix has rank at most r.
Conversely, suppose flat-rankz(t) = `
′ ≤ `. Then there exist r, c such that there is a codimension
c subspace of the z’s, say V , with max{rank(tz) : z ∈ V } = r, and `′ = r + c. Let ζ1, . . . , ζd be a
basis of FZ such that span{ζ1, . . . , ζ|Z|−c} = V . If Z = {z1, . . . , z|Z|}, there is some invertible matrix
A such that ζi =
∑
j Aijzj , and it is natural to define t(x, y, ζi) =
∑
j Aijt(x, y, zj). We note that
flat rank is invariant under such change of bases, so we may now reason about t in this other basis,
namely via its values t(x, y, ζi). Then, by assumption, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ d− c, ζi ∈ V , so there exist
αi,j , βi,j : X → F such that t(x, y, ζi) =
∑r
j=1 αi,j(x)βi,j(y). Then we have
t(x, y, ζi) =
r∑
j=1
(
d−c∑
k=1
δikαk,j(x)
)(
d−c∑
`=1
δi`β`,j(y)
)
+
d∑
j=d−c+1
δijt(x, y, ζj).
Now notice that
∑d−c
k=1 δikαkj(x) only depends on x and i, that is, x and ζi, so this whole sum may
be rewritten as some αˆj(x, ζi), and similarly for the β’s. Next, we may re-index the last sum to go
from 1 to c. Finally, in the second sum, δij depends only on ζi so is of the form ηj(ζi) and t(x, y, ζj)
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doesn’t depend on ζi at all, so it can be rewritten as θj(x, y), and we are left with
t(x, y, ζi) =
t∑
j=1
αˆj(x, ζi)βˆj(y, ζi) +
c∑
j=1
ηj(ζi)θj(x, y),
which is, in fact, more restrictive than the desired form (since the θj were allowed to depend on ζi
but they don’t). 
Theorem B.4. Flat rank is additive. That is, given two tensors t, t′, flat-rank(t⊕t′) = flat-rank(t)+
flat-rank(t′).
Proof. Subadditivity—flat-rank(t⊕ t′) ≤ flat-rank(t) + flat-rank(t′)—follows by simply combining
the representations of t, t′ as in Observation B.3.
Conversely, let r1 = flat-rank(t) and r2 = flat-rank(t
′). Suppose that t is supported on X×Y ×Z
and t′ is supported on X ′ × Y ′ × Z ′, with X,X ′ disjoint, Y, Y ′ disjoint, and Z,Z ′ disjoint. Given
any codimension c subspace V ≤ (FZ ⊕FZ′), let V |Z denote the image of V projected into FZ along
FZ′ , and analogously for V |Z′ . Let cZ denote the codimension of V |Z in FZ , and analogously for
cZ′ . Since dimV ≤ dimV |Z + dimV |Z′ , we get that cZ + cZ′ ≤ c.
Since flat-rank(t) = r1, there must be a z ∈ V |Z such that rank(tz) ≥ r1 − cZ . Since having rank
at most r1 − cZ is a Zariski-closed condition, in fact a generic z ∈ V |Z satisfies rank(tz) ≥ r1 − cZ ;
that is, the set of z ∈ VZ with rank(tz) < r1 − cZ is a proper subvariety, and the set of z ∈ V |Z
with rank(tz) ≥ r1 − cZ is a Zariski-open set. Its inverse image in V is thus also Zariski open. Since
the analogous argument holds in V |Z′ , we find that the set of v ∈ V whose projection z′ into FZ′
satisfies rank(t′z′) ≥ r2 − cZ′ is Zariski-open in V . Since V is an irreducible affine variety, any two
Zariski open subsets intersect, so there exists a single v ∈ V simultaneously satisfying these two
conditions, and thus satisfying rank((t⊕ t′)v) ≥ r1 − cZ + r2 − cZ′ ≥ r1 + r2 − c. Since this held for
any c, we have that flat-rank(t⊕ t′) ≥ r1 + r2 = flat-rank(t) + flat-rank(t′). 
Note that the latter part of this argument depended on the field being infinite. However, in
all of our results bounding slice rank we could have been working in an algebraically closed field
without loss of generality, so this is not a significant issue. If there ever were a setting in which one
really needed to consider slice rank or flat rank over a finite field Fq for which its algebraic closure
Fq wouldn’t suffice, we believe that quantitative estimates can be made for the latter half of our
argument and that the result should still hold.
Corollary B.5. The flat rank and slice rank of a diagonal tensor are full.
When one applies our proof in particular to the case of a diagonal tensor, one recovers not only
Tao’s result, but essentially the same proof. In this way, our proof of additivity generalizes Tao’s
proof [Tao16] that a diagonal tensor has full slice rank.
Proof. The flat rank of any 1× 1× 1 nonzero tensor is clearly 1 (it’s not zero, and it’s at most the
side length). A diagonal of size m is precisely the direct sum of m such tensors, so the result follows
from additivity. 
Proposition B.6. The flat rank and slice rank of the square matrix multiplication tensor 〈n, n, n〉
are full.
Proof. Suppose that flat-rank(〈n, n, n〉) < n2. So there is a codimension c subspace V ≤Mn×n such
that the restriction of 〈n, n, n〉 to each vector v ∈ V has matrix rank at most n2 − c − 1. To see
what these restricted matrices look like, let us view the matrix multiplication in a particular form.
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Namely, writing out the multiplication table in a particular order, we get the following:
E11 E12 · · · E1n E21 · · · E2n · · · En1 · · · Enn
E11 E11 E12 · · · E1n 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 0
E21 E21 E22 · · · E2n 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
En1 En1 En2 · · · Enn 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 0
E12 E11 · · · E1n
E22 E21 · · · E2n
...
...
. . .
...
En2 En1 · · · Enn
...
E1n E11 · · · E1n
...
...
. . .
...
Enn En1 · · · Enn
This means that the set of restrictions of 〈n, n, n〉 to v ∈ V is equal to

X
X
. . .
X
 : X ∈ V
 .
Let us denote the preceding matrix by X⊕n; it is clear that rank(X⊕n) = n rank(X). By assumption,
we have rank(X⊕n) ≤ n2 − c − 1 for all X ∈ V . Equivalently, rank(X) ≤ n − (c/n) − (1/n) for
all X ∈ V . However, a theorem of Flanders [Fla62] says that a subspace of n × n matrices
in which every matrix has rank at most r must have dimension at most rn. So we must have
dimV ≤ n(n− (c/n)− (1/n)) = n2 − c− 1, contradicting our assumption that dimV = n2 − c. 
Corollary B.7. The flat rank and slice rank of a direct sum of matrix multiplication tensors are
full. In particular, the flat rank and slice rank of any semisimple group algebra F[G] are equal to |G|.
This tells us that to get any nontrivial upper bounds on slice-rank(MG), one has to work over a
field whose characteristic divides |G|.
B.2. The slice rank of cyclic groups is full.
Theorem B.8. For any cyclic group G = Z/nZ, flat-rank(MG) = slice-rank(MG) = |G| in any
characteristic.
While Proposition A.4 showed that our bound on the slice rank of Z/pkZ from Proposition 3.10
(see Example 3.14) wasn’t off by more than a factor of 2, Theorem B.8 shows that that bound was
in fact exactly correct for cyclic p-groups.
Lemma B.9. For G = Z/prZ (p prime), the flat rank of Fp[G] is equal to |G|.
Proof. First, Fp[G] ∼= Fp[x]/(xpr) (let g be a generator of G; then the element x = g − 1 ∈
Fp[G] generates the ring, and satisfies xp
r
= 0). The algebra multiplication table in the basis
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{1, x, x2, x3, . . . , xpr−1} has the following form (note the order chosen on the rows!):
1 x x2 . . . xp
r−1
xp
r−1 xpr−1 0 0 . . . 0
xp
r−2 xpr−2 xpr−1 0 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
...
x2 x2 x3 x4 . . . 0
x x x2 x3 . . . 0
1 1 x x2 . . . xp
r−1
In particular, each the i-th diagonal below the main one (with the main one being i = 0) has all of
its entries equal to xp
r−1−i. The restriction of this tensor to any vector in the z-slice thus lies in
the linear span of the matrices Md defined by Md =
∑
i |i〉〈i+ d− pr| for d = 1, . . . , pr, with the
understanding that 〈m| = 0 if m ≤ 0. Since such matrices are always of the form a lower-triangular
matrix surrounded by blocks of zeros, the rank of
∑
d adMd is equal to the largest d with ad 6= 0.
Now, let V be a codimension c subspace of the z’s; so dimV = pr − c. Then V cannot be entirely
contained in the span of M1, . . . ,Mpr−c−1, by dimension. Thus there is a matrix in V of the form∑
d adMd with ad 6= 0 for some d ≥ pr − c, which thus has rank at least pr − c. So the smallest
upper bound possible on the flat rank is pr, and thus flat-rank(Fp[G]) = pr = |G|. 
Proof of Theorem B.8. In characteristic coprime to n (including characteristic zero), F[G] is semisim-
ple (in fact, F[G] ∼= F⊕|G|), so the result follows from Corollary B.7.
In characteristic p with p|n, write n = pem where m is coprime to p. Then Z/nZ ∼= Z/peZ×Z/mZ,
so F[Z/nZ] ∼= F[Z/peZ]⊗ F[Z/mZ]. Since char(F ) = p is coprime to m, F[Z/mZ] ∼= F⊕m, so we get
that F[Z/nZ] is isomorphic to F[Z/peZ]⊕m. Since the flat rank of F[Z/peZ] is pe (Lemma B.9) and
flat rank is additive (Theorem B.4), we get that the flat rank of F[Z/nZ] is equal to pem = n. 
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